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Vision and Mission

Everybody should get access to (racket) sports anytime and anywhere 
at grassroot level and experience the many positive aspects of regular 
motorskill based activity!

VISION

Establish Street Racket internationally as a sustainable instrument for 
the promotion of health, active lifestyle, education, empowerment, 
integration and inclusion!

MISSION
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What is Street Racket?

ANYONE: Simple rules, simple equipment, simple setting

All age groups, all playing levels, individual exercises, team games, cooperation, 
competition

ANYTIME: Short or long sequences

Training sessions (long) or active breaks (short), maximum use of time, no 
conflicts with other users

ANYWHERE: On any hard surface, no infrastructure needed

Regardless of mobility, adapts to any given size/surface, no infrastructure = no 
costs, no obstacles, no maintenance
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The Swiss concept – on the Swiss cross
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How to play Street Racket – draw & play!

The square in the middle replaces the net!

The proportions and special rules ensure a fluent game!

The size of the court is flexible!

Take some chalk - draw your own court - and start playing!
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Street Racket basic rules: No downplay! No volley!
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Variations: countless possibilities and interactions!

400+
Variations
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Impressions
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Why Street Racket?

Possibility of fast and wide multiplication 
(potential "to go viral" confirmed by many experts and also in the "field")

Minimal effort (costs, time, instruction) with maximum output/effects on many levels 
(versatile and safe movement games for all)

Idea can be transferred everywhere immediately! Wherever seen / learned, the 
implementation is child's play (3 squares)

Because it is fun! The ability and possibility to play should never be lost! Social contacts! 
Quality of life and healthy lifestyle!

It enhances learning (learning through movement!) and makes education a fun, motivating 
and social adventure!
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Key benefits
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Street Racket equipment
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Active classroom & physical literacy
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Do it yourself / local production

School projects Social institution Detention centers Sustainable production Official construction manual
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Quotes from experts

“Marcel Straub and the entire Street Racket team may have possibly invented the game of the century! And especially in these challenging (COVID) times, Street 
Racket is highly effective, it promotes health and it united people safely in a wonderful, unique, amazing and simple way. The passion and sense for innovation of the 
Street Racket team is outstanding. It’s another positive and inspiring example of what is possible when you follow your dreams and visions!”
Andreas Koch, CEO, speaker, entrepreneur, international ice-hockey referee, Switzerland

«Street Racket is the perfect balance to the one-sided use of our eyes, which almost only takes place at a very short distance (because of the digital devices!). We 
need movement to come back into our lives, and thus into our eyes, Street Racket is ideal to ensure the necessary balance between near and far vision. As a result, 
Street Racket also has great potential for the prevention of myopia.»
Andreas Stocker, CEO Swiss Optological Center for Neuro-Optometric Rehabilitation

“Street Racket is a revelation and a revolution in sports. Sports are essential in developing coordination and confidence, but also open doors to creativity and 
intelligence. Most importantly, sports should be available to any and all regardless of circumstance—they are a basic human right. Street Racket is a visionary 
organization that understands this fundamental necessity and has figured out a brilliant and simple way to engage anyone in play, anywhere, and in any situation.”
Ivy Pochoda, writer (NY Times no1 bestseller EPOCA along with her friend Kobe Bryant) and former professional athlete

“Attention! Street Racket is so good it’s almost dangerous. After the amazing workshops lead by Street Racket founder Marcel Straub during our annual PE 
conference all the participants are very excited. They are thrilled about the simplicity and variety of the Street Racket concept and they will certainly pass it on to 
their classes and thousands of students. This concept is unstoppable! I have rarely seen our teachers so amazed during and after a workshop – Street Racket was an 
absolute highlight at the annual PE conference in Germany. I recommend, I even urge all my colleagues, to implement Street Racket in their schools, no matter where 
they teach and no matter how old the students are!”
Peter Pattke, President, Association of PE Teachers, Germany

“I support Street Racket and I hope it will be played everywhere. I play racket sports myself regularly and it's a fantastic motorskill training. Street Racket brings these 
values to all at grassroot level. It can even enhance football training by adding handeye coordination to any session, to make it complete.”
Marco van Basten, 3 times FIFA world player of the year, European Champion with Holland



Street Racket – let's move people!


